Today in Georgia History
October 28, 1995
Braves win World Series
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October 28, 1995: Braves Win World Series

1995 team celebrating win
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Bobby Cox
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Bobby Cox and team
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Dale Murphy headshot
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Dale Murphy hitting (BW)
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Dale Murphy hitting (color)
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Glavine Pitching  
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Hank Aaron holding bat  
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“Brave New World in Dixie”, 1966  
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“Ribbon Snipped as Braves Open Atlanta Offices” 1965  
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“Love at First Sight for Braves in Dixie, Atlanta Fans Treat Team Like Royalty” 1965  
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“League Gives Formal Okay to Shift to Atlanta for ’66”, 1964
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Jones batting
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Justice batting
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Maddux pitching
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Phil Niekro headshot (younger)
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Phil Niekro pitching
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Scheurholz, 1995
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Smoltz pitching
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